Taking Control of the Student Experience

Activity Sheet

Activity 1: Past Student Experience – What did your students tell you?
Work with a colleague to analyse all qualitative SEC statements and find most popular issues affecting student experience of learning.

Activity 2: Past Student Experience – What are you going to do about it?
Discuss with a colleague to develop a strategy to address popular issues raised in Activity 1

Activity 3: Current Student Experience – Evaluating your interventions (week 4)
Get feedback from students on their experience of learning so far. See how your strategy in Activity 2 worked in terms of addressing previous issues. What are the current issues? Reflect on how your strategy and approach might be fine-tuned for the rest of the current semester.
Activity 4: Current Student Experience – Closing the loop (week 6)
What changes did you make in response to student feedback in Activity 3? Report back to students about the changes that you made to aspects of the course based on their feedback in week 4.

Activity 5: Current Student Experience – Raising student awareness (week 10 onwards)
What did you do to raise the student awareness of the importance of SECs?